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Realistic Optimism about the Future Economy 
Carbon Cycling for Sustainable Growth 

Growth forecasts for our current economy are based upon 

unrealistic expectations of endlessly accelerating over-

consumption of a natural resource base that is finite. 

Our primary industries, which gather natural resources for the 

manufacturing sector upon which the service sector depends, 

must eventually encounter faltering supplies. This is evidenced 

by a trend of rising food and fuel prices. This makes 

consumers more cautious about spending. Floated companies 

experience higher costs and are forced to downgrade their growth forecasts and return on 

investment. Reduced consumer and business confidence causes stock market shares, which are not 

fully backed-up by resources or assets, to be wiped out. This becomes a vicious circle of spiralling 

debt. 

When consumed, food and fuel are transformed into carbon emissions and waste. In order for our 

economy to become sustainable, a process is required, which converts carbon emissions and waste 

cyclically back into food and fuel. That process is photosynthesis, as performed by vegetation – 

forests and crops. 

However there is no longer sufficient arable land to grow 

the vegetation with the capacity to conduct this 

transformation on the required scale. This is because, when 

the great landmasses were first explored internationally, 

the land occupied by coastal forests was cleared. 

Rainforests were inadvertently cut off from their source of 

airborne moisture and the continents progressively turned 

to desert. This damage can be reversed by replanting 

coastal tree belts perpendicular to the coast, to transport moisture once again onto land. 

The Operation OASIS project proposes to utilise the ballast capacity of 

returning supertankers to transport millions of tons of treated 

wastewater rich in organic content and nutrients, currently outfall-

piped into the sea, back to arid coasts, in order to convert sand back 

into soil and irrigate starter tree belts.  

These will induce a moist microclimate enabling agroforestry to 

proceed inland, empowering developing nations to absorb vast quantities of carbon emissions and 

grow all the food and energy crops that the world needs. 

The immediate outcome will be optimism and confidence in the future, and ultimately a world 

economy that restores the environment and natural resource base as it grows, rather than depleting 

and polluting the planet. 


